Newsletter – November 2016
Dear parents,
This newsletter brings news of one of our new
members, James in our ‘Meet the Team’ page: news
about our other new staff members; information
about my trip in India; when children are sick – our
position. We also have a list of important dates for
your diary.

Meet the team - James
What part of the Cowgate’s ethos do you feel most passionate about?
I am most passionate about children learning through play and this is greatly recognised and
respected here at the Cowgate. This allows the child to structure their own learning whilst enjoying
the process of gaining knowledge. Furthermore, I believe that this will enhance their creativity by
providing them the space and freedom to self-reflect on their own actions and choices. This will teach
the children to become innovative, self-confident and unique as an individual. All of these traits are
essential life skills and I love that they are developed during the early childhood stages.
What’s your top handy tip for treating children as creative and productive people?
My best tip for treating children as creative and productive people is to listen to them and treat them
all as their own person. It is essential that each of their views are taken seriously, their choices are
respected and their judgements are trusted. By not undermining their capabilities and opinions their
experiences here at the nursery remain rich.
If you could choose any holiday destination,
where would it be and why?
I would choose Italy even though I have
recently been as it’s character and culture
appeals greatly to me. Last summer I
travelled to Lago Di Como (Lake Como) and
the views were breath-taking. I am also
quarter Italian so it feels like my second
home! Photography I a passion of mine and I
am trying to improve on it. Here is a photo I
had captured of Varenna - a beautiful, vibrant
town situated on the lake front:
What would your desert
island disc be?
Meat Loaf… I love a bit of
classic rock! His song
“Paradise by the dashboard
light” has always been a
favourite request at our
family
karaoke
EVERY
Christmas. My dad is
Michael Lee Aday’s biggest
fan too and this interest has
greatly warmed to me over
the years.

What’s your favourite way to spend the weekend?
I love to spend the weekend with my sister and nephews. I do
not see them as often as I would like due to the distance
between us and work commitments (I also instruct swimming at
the weekend) but the time I spend with them is cherished. My
best friend is my sister too so I always look forward to our
coffees and catch up.
What would you put in Room 101?
To name one, homophobia. To hate someone for loving someone
does not make sense! Love is beautiful and has no gender.

What is your funniest Cowgate story?
Some children and myself stumbled upon the topic of renewable energy as one was curious about
how electricity is produced. I was more amazed than found this funny, but one child knew most, if not
every method of renewable sources (solar, wind, tidal etc). I am so glad we are all passionate about
saving our planet! In terms of funny moments, there are too many to choose from but feel free to ask
if you see me around the nursery... I love to socialise and this gives me another reason to!

News about our other new staff…
As you know over the past nine months, Neil, Emily and Helen moved on. It
is important that you know the reasons why each member left. (They have
all given permission for us to share the following with you). However, before
I explain I want to say that our 13.75 hour positions are not ideal –
individuals usually take up one of those positions to gain experience working
with children. It is unusual for us to hold onto those staff for more than a
few years, unless they do what Kashia did and apply for another post with us
for more hours.
Neil left first. Neil wanted more hours with us, but fundamentally he could
no longer work in the evening. His wife, a probationer teacher, had been
positioned is East Lothian and Neil needed to be home for the children
coming out of school, he desperately wanted us to change his hours, and I
am afraid that was not possible. So in exchange for Neil we have James
(mentioned above).
Emily returned home to Cambridge to do a Masters in Art, she is hoping to
develop her graphic skills into publishing children’s stories, in place of Emily
we have Claire (who was introduced in the October newsletter).
And finally Helen is hoping to do her PGDE teaching degree and thought it
would make sense for her to gain experience in a primary school. In place of
Helen we will have Magda starting with us on 31 October. I know you will go
out of your way to welcome our three new members into our community.

When children are sick: our position
Please note that we do not encourage children who are
sick to be in the setting, we believe children need to be
in the comfort of their home with their family.
Important for you to know that we follow the council
guidelines regarding sick children (hopefully our
guidelines will be on the website soon). I wanted to
say also that we are not medically trained and when
you come to us saying you have been given advice by
your G.P. we trust what you say. There is no need for
you to supply any kind of evidence that you have been
to your G.P

Watch this Space
Yesterday I attended a demonstration of a new facility called Parentpay.
If you get the chance, check it out online. We will be starting this early
next year and I am very excited about it. This will give parents the ability
to pay for things like lunches and music online rather than cash
payments at reception. It is very easy to use and will really help parents
to keep track of any payments due. If you don’t do online banking, you
can use a Paypoint. This method is being introduced to all Edinburgh
schools and is already being used by many schools in Britain.
Unfortunately, this method is not being used for fee payments at the
moment but they are working on it to iron out any problem areas so
hopefully we will soon be able to use it for all payments to the nursery.
https://www.parentpay.com/schools/managing-school-data/schoolfinance-fina
Warm wishes June

Dates for your diary
The nursery will be closed on the following dates
December 26th and 27tth 2016 – Closed for Public holiday
January 2nd and 3rd 2017 - Closed for Public holiday
Good Friday April 14th - Closed for Public holiday
Easter Monday April 17th - Closed for Public holiday
Monday 9th january 2017 – In-service day.
Thursday 4th May 2017 - In-service day.
Monday 14th August 2017 - In-service day.
Monday 23rd October 2017 -In-service day.

India
I had a wonderful time in India. The following may give you a little insight into the
political direction of the pre-schools in India.
There is a desire to have a common
curriculum across all pre-schools in the
country with no homework or school
bags for children up to five years of
age – these are among the ten-point
recommendations put forth by
Mumbai-based think tank to Maneka
Gandhi, Union minster for women and
child development (although currently
I observed children as young as four
sitting at desks doing worksheets).
Gandhi has asked the Early Childhood
Association
(ECA)
for
their
deliberations on improving the
unregulated preschool sector. The
association is a pan-India body, which
consists of 2,900 preschools, 35 nongovernment organisations (NGOs) and
45 corporate groups.

One of the major suggestions was to
come up with a framework to curb the
unrestrained
mushrooming
of
preschools and day care centres. “In
the absence of rules, preschools are not
answerable to anyone. Many of them
do not even have their own premises,
while a few are running from
basements and garages of homes”, said
Reeta Sonawat, executive director, ECA,
and professor and head of department
of human resource development, SNDT
Women’s University, Juhu. (I visited a
wide range of the pre-schools, from the
slums to the more affluent areas of
India. It was very interesting and heart
challenging).

Regulations can be in the form of mandating certification from the government before
setting up preschools, they said. This can be done by an independent body appointed
by government, which will assess schools on their infrastructure, faculty and teaching,
the group.
“This will ensure that there is uniformity across preschools and that they are all run
according to accepted standards,” said Swati Popat Vats president, ECA and Podar
Education Network (I visited Podar settings and I have many questions about the
practice).

Another significant recommendation is to lighten
the load that preschools inadvertently put on tinytots. “Since there is no regulation or common
curriculum, all preschools are following their own
approach to education, some of which might to be
harmful to children, said Vats. “For instance,
schools encourage students to start writing, give
homework assignments to three and four-year-old
children. This can hamper their development.”
According to pre-school syllabus prepared by the
Maharashrata State Council for Educational
Research and Training (MSCERT) in 2014, children
between three –five years must not be burdened
with traditional and academic achievements such
as reading, writing and maths. But the curriculum
is yet to be implemented (And currently all children,
even the very youngest, e.g., I:8 years, are indeed
troubled by academic directed experiences).
“Even the CBSE board recently banned homework
and school bags for children in Class 1. The
government needs to extend this to children below
five years as well”, states the recommendations.
The recommendations have been sent to Gandhi,
recently.

The recommendations:
Regulate the preschool sector: A government regulation must be put in place to
check preschools and day-care centres mushrooming in India.
Quality control: A quality certification by an independent body, appointed by the
government, should be introduced to ensure that all preschools adhere to industry
standards.
Stress-free education: Schools should not burden young children with academics at
such a young age. The government should ban homework and school bags for kids
up to five years.
Common curriculum: All preschools in India must follow a common curriculum for
early childhood education as drafted by the government or the NCERT.
Prescribe student-teacher ratio: To ensure that preschools provide a safe
environment for children, a staff-child ration needs to be defined for different age
groups.
Qualified teachers: Minimum qualifications need to be set for preschool teachers.
A qualification framework should be put in place.
Training for teachers: Continuous in-service training on inclusion, child
development, curriculum, safety and first aid and observation and assessment must
be meted out to teachers.
The overall experience for me was life-changing. The preschools were very diverse
from the slums to the more affluent areas, my particular favourite was a visit to see
‘tribal’ children in school. I will never forget my time in India – I intend to go back
with my own family some time, hopefully soon. The warmth of the Indian people
was something I have never experienced to such a depth before.
As I leave this morning for New Zealand I have asked June to finish this
newsletter…and to add some photographs from my trip.

